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ABSTRACT

A generic vibratory response-modeling program has been developed as a tool for designing high-precision optical positioning
systems. The systems are modeled as rigid-body structures connected by linear non-rigid elements such as complex actuators
and bearings. The full dynamic properties of each non-rigid element are determined experimentally or theoretically, then
integrated into the program as inertial and stiffness matrices. Thus, it is possible to have a suite of standardize structural
elements for modeling many different positioning systems that use standardized components. This paper will present the
application of this program to a double-multi-layer monochromator positioning system that utilizes standardized components.
Calculated results are compared to experimental modal analysis results.
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1. INTRODLJCTION

At the Advanced Photon Source (APS), a third generation 7 GeV synchrotrons radiation facility at Argonne National
Laboratory, high precision positioning of large-scale optical devices is critical for achieving successfid experiments. Optical
components such as mirrors, slits, and monochromators principally rely on precision actuators for focusing, positioning,
slitting, and/or tuning X-ray beams to micron size dimensions and to meV energies. The large mass of each system (on the
order of 1000 kg) presents a challenge to the vibration stability of the supporting structures, and to the design of the
positioning actuators. In an effort to predict the vibratory response of these systems during their design, a modeling program
has been developedl that is based on the theory of multi-body dynamics. The model consists of lumped body elements
connected by linear spring elements with stiffness values either experimentally or theoretically determined. In this wok the
stiffness properties of the actuator elements have been experimentally determined, since it is difllcult to predict the actuators’
real-world properties as a result of friction, fasteners, non-uniform conmct stresses,etc. At the Al%, a suite of actuator

2. As such, the mechanical properties ofcomponents was designed as part of a standardization and modularization initiative
the standard actuators are available, or the modeling process can drive the actuator’s design requirements.

The modeling program was successfully applied to an opticsI table and mirror actuator system3-5. After refinement, the
program was applied to the double-multi-layer monochromator (DMM) that is the subject of this work. ‘l%eDMM is unique
in design6 in that all multi-layer crystal motions are performed outside the ultra-high vacuum environment. Figure 1 shows
the 2 vacuum chambers that house the multi-layer crystals. Energy selection and tuning is accomplished by adjusting the
multi-layer angle using sine bar mechanisms while changing rhe vertical and longitudinal spacing between the vacuum
chambers using the X2 stage. ‘l”heD~ chambers are Positional and aligned to the beam by the 3 positioning actuators to
form a 3-point kinematic mounting scheme with 5 degrees of freedom.
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Figure 1. Doub mount stages;

I 2. MODELING PROGRAM

I 2.1 Dynamic equations of motion

I Given a multibody system comprising nb bodies with the origin of each body coordinate system rigidly attached to each
body’s center of mass, the dynamic equations of motion are given by Shabana7 ( 1994) as

i = 1,2.. . .../?b (1)

where Ri and pi are the independent generalized coordinate vectors associated with the ofihogonal translations R:, Ryi, R:,
and rotational translations I+‘,0 ‘. q ‘, respectively. with each body denoted by i. The sub-matrices miw and mipBate the mass
matrices associated with the translation and orientation coordinates, respectively. (Q’.)D is the centrifugal force vector. (Qi,)s
and (~>)p are the vectors of generalized forces associated. respectively, with generalized translation and orientation
coordinates. ht this work. (Q,.)p is neglected because the rotational velocities in the real system are very small. The vector
(Q’JR rwresents the forces that are created by the spring elements of the system, such as tie positioning actuators and
bearings. A detailed procedure for formulating (Qt)R and (Q’~)Dis presented by Basdogan, et al.”s

I For the fkee undamped case, Eq. I can be vmitten in terms of the mass and sti ffness matrices in the standard form

Mi+Kx=O. (2)

Using the standard eigenvalue ~pproach, the natural frequencies and mode shapes xe obtained from Eq. 2.
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Figure 2. DMM theoretical model

2.2 Model and assumptions

As shown in Figure z the 13MM model comprises four rigid bodies interconn ected with a number of spring elements that
represent stages bearing gui~ or worm-gear actuators. Note that the vacuum chambers are combined &ith &ir mapective
support body to f- a single, larger body. Body 1, the intermediate -e that supports the XZ stage, is cmmected to the
lower truss frame body ~ through kinematic mount stages (see Figure 1). Body 3, the XZ stage, is attached to body 1
through hotizmtal bearing guides and a horizontal worm-gear actuator. Finally, body 4, which includes a vacuum chamber,
is constrained vertically by a worm-gear actuator and horizontally by four shails that slide vertically along preloaded pillow
block MMearing assemblies. The spring elements are 3 X 3 stiflhess matrices in this model, neglecting the generalized
forces that are associated with the rotational translations. This assumption is appropriate because, after evaluating each
actuator, the actuatom do not effkctiveIy transmit concentrated moment forces due to their incaporation of sdf-aligning
(spherical) rolling element bearings? However, the generic design of the modeling program still permits a Ml 6 X 6 stifhess
definition for any actuator design. The modeling pro- written in Mathemati- requires the following input pararnetem
1) local body coordinates and orientation firm the body’s center of mass to the spring connection pob, 2) stifihess mtix
definition of the actuators and other compliant elements; and 3) mass properties of the rigid bodies that am obtained using the
same solid modeling program used fm designing the DMM mechanisms.

The folIowing assumptions are obsewed in this modeling progmm: 1) linear system theory is vaIid because only very low
amplitude motion is expected 2) the four bodies shown in Figure 2 are rigid for the frequency range of interest (c100 Hzk
and 3) the inertial properties of the actuators and ball-bearing elements are neglected since their size and mass are 1-2 orders
of magnitude smaller than the larger bodies.

3. MODEL RESULTS& EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

3. f Experimental modal analysis

The results that are produced by the theoretical model are verified experimentally by pefiornting experimental modaI analysis
on the DMM structure. In this work, the natural frequencies, damping fwtors, and modal parameters are experimentally
determine4 althou~ at this time, the modeling program only determines natural frequencies and mode shapes. Figure 3
highlights the measurement locations taken on the structure. Although the lower and middle ties am
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Figure 3. DMM
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measurement locations. Random excitation is apptied at point 1 in the directions,

considered rigid in the modeling pro- additional points wem still included along the fiarne beams to verify this
assumption. The DMM assembly is suppmted on pneumatic bladders such that the floor stiffhess and damping ate
uncoupled l%omthe DMM structure. The structural tlequency response up to 100 Hz is studied using random fixed excitation
tlom an ektmdynarnic shaker while measming the response tim piezo-crystal accelerometers. All data acquisition was
taken using a 16darmeI DSP analyzer and was processed on commercial modal analysis sofhvare.

3.2 Results

A graphical representation of the DMM in its undefined state is shown in Figure 4a, Each of the four planar surf%es
represents a surface of each DMM body. Because the entire DMM assembly is supported on “soft” pneumatic bladders, it is
possible to find all six rigid-body modes, both experimentally and theoretically. Applying the correct stifihess matrices for
the bladders, the six rigid body mode shapes were determine~ four of which are depicted in Figure 4C with their
corresponding experimental result in Figure 4b. As show there is good agreement between the theoretically and
expetientally determined rigid body modes, demonstrating the effective use of pneumatic bladders for decoupling the floor
parameters and the effectiveness in using lumped mass properties for modeling

Figure 5 compares the experimental and theoretical model results for selected natural frequencies below 60 Hz The lowest
non-rigid body mode is obsewed at 29.44 Hz. At this fkquency, the X2 stage exhibits significant linear motion in the X
direction and significant rotational motion about the Y axis which is verified experimentally at 23.33 I-bGindicating that the
four-shafi guide bearings and the horizontal worm gear actuator have the highest compliance relative to other actuator
elements. The top plate of the X2 stage, corresponding to the base of the second vacuum chamber, contributes primarily to
the results at 37.58 Hz and 42.50 Hz, in agreement with experimental results. The last two mode shapes at 33.89 Hz and
52.88 Hz are associated with deflection of the kinematic mount positioning stages, which contributes to a Ml upper rigid
body rotation about the Z axis and pure out-of-phase translation along the X axis. Note that the X2 stage exhibits significant
translational and rotational motion even at 52.88 Hz By observing the experimental results, it is cIear that the system
resonances result from the actuators’ compliance. Therefore, the rigid body modeling assumption for the stmctural elements
is a correct one because no structural deformation is observed.

While the mode shapes agree very well with experimental results, the calculated natural frequencies ordy agree to within a
few Hz. This slight disagreement is a~”buted to various reasons. First, the actuator stitlhess properties applied in the model
may not exactly match the properties of the real actuator. This problem can be easily solved by statistically measuring the
properties of several representative actuators and obtaining a uniform set of properties. Second, the load distribution on the
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Figure 5. Comparison of theoretical and experimental modal analysis results
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actuators was not included in the model, i.e., all three kinematic mount actuators were modeled with the same vertical
sti f?iess. The stitlhess of the actuators has some depen&nce on the applied load due to their design complexity; therefore, it
is possible that each of the three kinematic mounts will have its own stiffness property. ThircL each body mass property is
not exactly determined At the time of analysis, some components that Ue mounted inside the vacuum chamber were not
available for the solid modeling sofhvarq therefore, the lumped mass properties may not exactly match those of the real
system.

4. CONCLUSIONS

A generic vibratory-response modeiing program, which is designed around lumped muhibody dynamics theory, has been
applied and verified experimentally to determine the natural frequencies and mode shapes of a double-multilayer-
monochromator system. By assuming lumped mass properties and detemkkg the stiffhess matrices of the compliant
actuator elements, the program successfully modeled the DMM system for fivquency ranges less than 80 M where stmctud
members of the DMM were correctly assumed to be rigid bodies, and linear vibration theory is valid for this system. This
gives the desi~ engineer a toolto determine the rigidity of a structure based on natural frequencies. In additi~ it is possible
to btdd a property database of common actuatow which have been experimerwdly verifi~ as a tod fm analyzing other
complex optical systems during the design phases. This work is in progress. Additionally, the program will be upgraded to
include the actuator damping properdes, as well as response to input excitation with the end goal of detemmm. . g vibratory
amplitwk
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